


The stars of Orion's belt shrouded in faint nebulosity. From right to left: Delta Orionis
(Mintaka), Epsilon Orionis (Alnilam) and Zeta Orionis (Alnitak)
www.atlasoftheuniverse.com/stars.html



 WHAT ARE THEY?
› Massive balls of hot gases, mostly H and He
› Measure the distance with method

PARALLAX
 Measure position change at different times of

the year

› Lone, companion stars(binary), and
Clusters(thousands to millions)



 Features
› Temperature
› Spectrum
› Brightness
› Radius
› Mass
› Movement

 Toward or away
 Rate of spin



 OBAFGKM
› By spectral type or how its spectrum appears
› Unique spectral lines determine chemical

composition

 0-9
› Closely related to temperature
› 0 being coolest and 9 being hottest
› Temperature determines color



 LUMINOSITY
› Range from I to V

(roman numerals)
› How the “brightness”

affects spectral lines
› total amount of

energy emitted
from a star per
second

 Stefan-Boltzmann Law
This is the relationship
between luminosity (L),
radius (R) and
temperature (T):

 L = (7.125 x 10-7) R2 T4

Units: L - watts, R -
meters, T - degrees
Kelvin
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 G2 V
› Burns hydrogen into helium
› Main sequence star (V)

 5,000K to 6,000K

› Yellow
› Ionized calcium and metals



 1:Core. The Sun's nuclear "furnace,"
where fusion reactions initially combine
hydrogen atoms to produce helium,
yielding energy in the process.

 2:Radiative Zone. Energy moves
through a surrounding envelope of gas
toward the Sun's surface.

 3:Convection Zone. Big "bubbles" of hot
gas transport energy to the surface.

 4:Photosphere. The Sun's visible surface.
Because of its high temperature, it
glows yellow.

 5:Sunspot. A magnetic "storm" on the
Sun's surface.

 6:Prominence. An eruption of hot gas
that can extend thousands of miles into
space.

 7:Corona. The Sun's outer atmosphere,
which is heated by the magnetic field
to millions of degrees





 Radiant heat and light from the Sun
 The Earth receives 174 petawatts
 ~30% is reflected back to space

1510



 ACTIVE
› Use of photovoltaic

cells and  solar
thermal collectors to
convert sunlight to
useful outputs

 PASSIVE
› Selecting materials

with favorable
thermal mass or light
dispersing properties,
naturally circulating
air designs.



http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_energy



 Architectural
 Agriculture and Horticulture
 Solar Lighting
 Solar thermal
 Water treatment
 Process Heat
 Electrical Generation
 Chemical Generation
 Solar Vehicles



 Passive
 Greeks and Chinese orientated buildings

to South to provide warmth.
 Features
› Orientation to Sun
› Compact proportion
› Overhangs
› Thermal Mass



 Optimize productivity of plants
 Greenhouses
 Tree walls as thermal masses



 Careful design of window types, sizes,
orientation, and exterior shading.

 Reduce lighting-related energy
requirements by 25%

 Also offers physiological and
psychological benefits

 Hybrid Lighting systems



 Water Heating
 Evacuated tube

collectors (44%)
 Glazed flat plate

collectors (34%)
 Pools-Unglazed flat

plate collectors (21%)



 Heating, Cooling,
and Ventilation
› ~50% energy costs

residential
› Thermal Mass-any

material that can
be used to store
heat.
 Stone
 Cement
 Water



 Solar chimney
› A vertical shaft that

connects outside
and inside of
building
› As it warms, the air

inside is heated and
causes an updraft
pulling the air
through building



 Solar distillation can be used to make
brackish water potable

 1st discovered in 16th century by Arab’s



 Solar water
disinfection (SODIS)

 Exposing water filled
PET bottles to sunlight
for several hours

 Over 2 million people
in developing
countries use this for
daily drinking water.



 Solar concentrating
technologies

 Evaporation Ponds
 Clothes lines



 Photovoltaic's
 Concentrating Solar

power
 Needs back up-

Batteries
 Can use wind power

to help back up
supply



 Use solar energy to drive chemical
processes

 2 types
› Thermo chemical

 Use photovoltaic cells for electrolysis of water

› Photochemical
 Photoelectrical cells convert light to electricity



 Full solar power for vehicle to run
 Use panels to run auxiliary power

reducing fuel consumption
 Solar powered boats are used

extensively
 Plans to circumnavigate the globe in

2010



 Storage
› Thermal mass
› Molten salts- stored at high temperatures
› Rechargeable batteries



 Pricing
› Average American family uses 866-kW hours

per month in 1999 costing them $70.68
› A 1-kW home system costs ~$10,000and

takes 1-2 days to install
› Government incentives ~$5,000



 Deployment and Development
› Da Vinci predicted a solar industrialization as

far back as 1447
› Started in the 1860’s
› Stagnated in 1920’s because of increase of

availability, economy, and uses for coal
› Growth rates averaged 20% since 1999



 FUTURE
› Experimental solar ponds

 Due to salts in water the density gradient
prevents convection currents

› Thermovoltaic devices
 Convert a temperature difference between 2

dissimilar materials into electrical current
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